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Triseum Pilot: Future Classroom Scenario 

Title of the scenario: 

DECISION MAKING IN HISTORY - act as a Medici! 

  

Names of  author(s) 

Alberto Garniga 

 
Short description: 

Game: ARTé: Mecenas 

Follow in the footsteps of the Medici Family - Experience the political, social, and economic factors that 

shaped the Italian Renaissance of the 15th and 16th centuries in this educational gaming journey.  

Video intro: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AbUFoT56JOQ  and https://vimeo.com/135409434 

  

Relevant Trend/s  

Write the trend(s) or trends the Scenario is intended to respond to. 

e.g. http://www.allourideas.org/trendiez/results  

The Learning Scenario calls for four main trends: 

1. Game-based learning and Edutainment: the purpose is to combine learning and 

amusement as friends, not rivals 

2. Problem-based Learning: the purpose is to learn through problems, discovering 

solution by themselves, instead of having the answers from the teacher  

3. Group learning: the purpose is to let the students work in groups, in reciprocal 

competition. 

4. The entire scenario can be considered as a Project-based Learning experience: the 

Triseum game helps to find a more committing and pleasing experience of learning, 

whereas actual school experience is focused on frontal teaching.   

   

Learning Objectives and Assessment 

What are the main objectives? What skills will the learner develop and demonstrate within the scenario? (e.g. 

21st Century Sk ills).  How will the progress in achievement be assessed, ensuring the learner has access to 

information on their progress so they can improve?  

Decision making: the main objective is to let the students try an active (not a passive) 

experience and make them consider history as a vivid human experience, where different 

interests and points of views create an ongoing process made by actions-and-reactions. 

Team work: if the students work in pairs, they have to discuss and decide together which is 

the right choice to take. 

Source criticism (part of Critical Thinking): to take the right choice, students must get historical 

and artistic knowledge, confronting the data and the options. 

Historical contents knowledge: usually the way of teaching history is frontal and 

chronological; here the students can experiment something really different, by learning the 

same contents in a totally different way. 

The game-results will be included as part of the final assessment: 50% (the remaining 50% as 

part of the final test of the historical Unit: see the Edmodo quiz). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AbUFoT56JOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AbUFoT56JOQ
https://vimeo.com/135409434
https://vimeo.com/135409434
http://www.allourideas.org/trendiez/results
http://www.allourideas.org/trendiez/results
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Learner’s Role 

What sort of activities will the learner be involved in?  

These are the steps to follow: 

1. Technical intro (login etc.) 

2. Game scenario (purposes, rules, expectations) 

3. Appetizer: the tutorial game 

4. Experimentation of the game, in pairs and at school 

5. Delivering of some theory chunks: see the website of the teacher. Find here an example 

in Italian about the Historical Unit “Comuni, Signorie, Regni”, which can be used as a 

starting point for your lesson https://sites.google.com/scuole.provincia.tn.it/history1-

agarniga/us-3-comuni-signorie-monarchie/us-3-come?authuser=0 and the sub-links to 

the slides (also in Italian): 

a) general picture: Italy in the XVth century 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bze6qWGzKSjTUnZsc1Jackc4Unc/view?usp=sha

ring (e https://docs.google.com/p resentation/d/1vHh1wTgrZu15Igho4Xj-OEbSS1-

FywdCgv_S2B5RK7s/edit?usp=sharing ) 

b) case: Medici and Florence 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DAk8umsZvaVdCGzwbFzPTeJX-

vXbD3gCOPMgmQas_3c/edit?usp=sharing 

 

6. Discussion pit stops: questions for the students “Are you learning? What? Why? What 

to achieve else?” 

7. Final assessment: see an example of Edmodo quiz in Italian : 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1E0iDoiwZjk_ppHMxjhPD2q0fsgizbf6z  

  

Tools and Resources 

What resources, particularly technologies, will be required?  

ARTé: Mecenas 

● Computer Lab of the school 

● Wikipedia and web access, websites suitable for Renaissance research 

● BYOD or personal computer at home 

● Handbook  

 
Learning space 

Where will the learning take place e.g. school classroom, local library, museum, outdoors, in an online space? 

Computer room at school 

Home 

 

Future Classroom Scenario Narrative 

Describe the main ideas of the scenario.  

The main purpose of the scenario is related to a problematic approach towards history: the 

students have to experience and understand that history is not something ready-made or static, 

but something dynamic, where the human factor (decision, interests, roles, institutions etc.) 

has the central point. 

https://sites.google.com/scuole.provincia.tn.it/history1-agarniga/us-3-comuni-signorie-monarchie/us-3-come?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/scuole.provincia.tn.it/history1-agarniga/us-3-comuni-signorie-monarchie/us-3-come?authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bze6qWGzKSjTUnZsc1Jackc4Unc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bze6qWGzKSjTUnZsc1Jackc4Unc/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1vHh1wTgrZu15Igho4Xj-OEbSS1-FywdCgv_S2B5RK7s/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1vHh1wTgrZu15Igho4Xj-OEbSS1-FywdCgv_S2B5RK7s/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1vHh1wTgrZu15Igho4Xj-OEbSS1-FywdCgv_S2B5RK7s/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DAk8umsZvaVdCGzwbFzPTeJX-vXbD3gCOPMgmQas_3c/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DAk8umsZvaVdCGzwbFzPTeJX-vXbD3gCOPMgmQas_3c/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1E0iDoiwZjk_ppHMxjhPD2q0fsgizbf6z
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To achieve this purpose, Game-based learning is perfect, because it pushes and helps 

students to personify history: consider an historical period as an alive and vivid human 

experience, to be understood from the perspective of the people living at that current time, with 

their mentality, needs, constraints and visions of the problems of the various situations (before 

judging it from distance and in a cold way). Playing in an historical context, with decision to 

take, problems to tackle, friends and enemies etc. this means that the students can 

understand history by role -playing, experiencing the difficulty to choose politically, to 

manage a company, to balance power. 

The final outcome, in a short definition, is the awareness of political-economical-social 

complexity: instead of run the risk to oversimplify history as a cause-effect and deterministic 

process, they get the understanding of the interdependence of the factors. 

Moreover, the context of the game has an optimal mix between historical events and artistic 

masterpieces. This is useful to understand History through Art and Art through History: 

the mechanics of the game helps them to memorize and to get a visual understanding, because 

they are interested in getting the right info about the art-pieces, otherwise they lose points. 

Usually it is difficult to explain how important was a religious authority, how intricate is the 

“political power playing”, what were the economical factors; playing make it easier. 

 

Additional guiding materials: 

1. Feedback collected from the students who participated in this learning scenario: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TrXTrKF-12rEegwL-nt5lSczyv5B3bqY  

2. Building and documenting CLIL modules in view of the vertical curriculum - 

STORIA: https://vimeo.com/259128866  

3. Implementing ARTé: Mecenas in the classroom video: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UUcinP8yRkzHxb_4y6mbK0L7QFb-

XMa2/view?usp=sharing  

 

 

Learning Activities 

Link to the Learning Activities created with Learning Designer (http://learningdesigner.org) 

https://v.gd/IRFexL  

 

This Future Classroom Scenario has been developed as part of the Triseum Pilot project. Find 
more Future Classroom Scenarios in the Future Classroom Lab website 
(http://fcl.eun.org/directory) and learn how to create your own scenarios by using the Future 
Classroom Toolkit (http://fcl.eun.org/toolkit). 
 
 

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 
International License 
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